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“An absurdly brilliant idea.”
Oliver Kay, The Times

Description

Adam Carroll-Smith never completed a football sticker album as a kid. Try as he might, he was always a few stickers short. 
Described by Oliver Kay of The Times as “an absurdly brilliant idea”, Six Stickers tells the story of Carroll-Smith’s bid to complete 
his childhood album and rediscover his love for the game. After uncovering one of his long-lost, almost-finished albums, he 
decided now was the time to break that duck. Disillusioned and out of love with the modern game, he attempts to track down and 
photograph the six players missing from his Premier League 1996 sticker book. Featuring previously unpublished interviews with 
the subjects of the book, Carroll-Smith looks back at their time in football and how their lives have developed since; he also looks 
back at a time when English football was going through a transitional phase, prior to Euro 96 and at the dawn of the modern era, 
and examines the changes of the last 20 years.

Six Stickers
A Journey to Complete an Old Sticker Album

By Adam Carroll-Smith

Key features

•  Currently being adapted to a screenplay, this is the 
paperback edition of the critically acclaimed book, 
originally released in 2013

• Described by talkSPORT pair Hawksbee & Jacobs as 
“great fun” and “highly recommended”, this unique idea, 
targets the growing 30-plus football nostalgia market

•  Features previously unpublished interviews with the 
subjects of the book, looking back at their time in football 
and how their lives have developed since

• Looks back at a time when English football was going 
through a transitional phase, prior to Euro 96 and at the 
dawn of the modern era

• Publicity campaign across mainstream print, broadcast, 
web and social media


